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Democratize NLP ...



Democratize information & AI
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Requires heavy computing!

 - millions of free parameters
 - more and more layers
 - larger and larger data sets



Some examples

Transformer language models (BERT, ELECTRA, …)
• parameters: 14M (small), 110M (base), 335M (big)
• crawled data: 420 billion words (English), 3 billion (Finnish)
• wikimedia: 4.5 billion words (English), 108 million (Finnish)
• training takes ~ 1-2 weeks (base model)
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• parameters: 14M (small), 110M (base), 335M (big)
• crawled data: 420 billion words (English), 3 billion (Finnish)
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Translation model German/English/Finnish/Dutch/Swedish
• 1.46 billion sentence pair in training
• ca. 90 million parameters to be learned
• multi-GPU training on four v100 GPUs
• start to converge after ca 7 days (?) - still running …
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Multilingual machine translation

Neural Interlingua



Method test BLEU score (ntst14)
Bahdanau et al. [2] 28.45
Baseline System [29] 33.30

Single forward LSTM, beam size 12 26.17
Single reversed LSTM, beam size 12 30.59

Ensemble of 5 reversed LSTMs, beam size 1 33.00
Ensemble of 2 reversed LSTMs, beam size 12 33.27
Ensemble of 5 reversed LSTMs, beam size 2 34.50
Ensemble of 5 reversed LSTMs, beam size 12 34.81

Table 1: The performance of the LSTM on WMT’14 English to French test set (ntst14). Note that
an ensemble of 5 LSTMs with a beam of size 2 is cheaper than of a single LSTM with a beam of
size 12.

Method test BLEU score (ntst14)
Baseline System [29] 33.30

Cho et al. [5] 34.54
Best WMT’14 result [9] 37.0

Rescoring the baseline 1000-best with a single forward LSTM 35.61
Rescoring the baseline 1000-best with a single reversed LSTM 35.85

Rescoring the baseline 1000-best with an ensemble of 5 reversed LSTMs 36.5
Oracle Rescoring of the Baseline 1000-best lists ∼45

Table 2: Methods that use neural networks together with an SMT system on the WMT’14 English
to French test set (ntst14).

task by a sizeable margin, despite its inability to handle out-of-vocabulary words. The LSTM is
within 0.5 BLEU points of the best WMT’14 result if it is used to rescore the 1000-best list of the
baseline system.

3.7 Performance on long sentences

We were surprised to discover that the LSTM did well on long sentences, which is shown quantita-
tively in figure 3. Table 3 presents several examples of long sentences and their translations.

3.8 Model Analysis
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I gave her a card in the garden

In the garden , I gave her a card
She was given a card by me in the garden

She gave me a card in the garden
In the garden , she gave me a card

I was given a card by her in the garden

Figure 2: The figure shows a 2-dimensional PCA projection of the LSTM hidden states that are obtained
after processing the phrases in the figures. The phrases are clustered by meaning, which in these examples is
primarily a function of word order, which would be difficult to capture with a bag-of-words model. Notice that
both clusters have similar internal structure.

One of the attractive features of our model is its ability to turn a sequence of words into a vector
of fixed dimensionality. Figure 2 visualizes some of the learned representations. The figure clearly
shows that the representations are sensitive to the order of words, while being fairly insensitive to the

6

(From Sutskever et. alet. al: “Sequence to Sequence Learning with Neural Networks”)

Semantic representation learning
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Architecture proposed by Cífka and Bojar (2018).

shared among all 
language pairs

language-specific
parameters

Our implementation in OpenNMT-py (MTM2018)

Rotate languages 
in scheduled 

training!
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Translating image captions (6 languages)

language pair
not seen in
training data
(zero shot)

model with
all languages



Natural Language Inference (NLI)

Benchmark for reasoning with language

A black race car starts up in 
front of a crowd of people. 

A man is driving 
down a lonely road. 

contradicts

A soccer game with multiple 
males playing. 

Some men are 
playing a sport. 

entails



Measuring semantic similarity

ENTAILMENT, relatedness score = 4.7 
The young boys are playing outdoors and the man is smiling nearby
The kids are playing outdoors near a man with a smile

CONTRADICTION, relatedness score = 3.6
The young boys are playing outdoors and the man is smiling nearby
There is no boy playing outdoors and there is no man smiling

NEUTRAL, relatedness score = 1.7
A lone biker is jumping in the air
A man is jumping into a full pool

Examples from the SICK dataset



Attention bridge in downstream tasks
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On a first note, the inclusion of language pairs
results in an improved performance when com-
pared to the bilingual baselines, as well as the
many-to-one and one-to-many cases. The only ex-
ception is the En!Fr task. Moreover, the addition
of monolingual data during training leads to even
higher scores, producing the overall best model.
The improvements in BLEU range from 1.40 to
4.43 compared to the standard bilingual model.

Next, we perform a systematical evaluation on
zero-shot translation. For this, we trained six dif-
ferent models where we included all but one of
the available language pairs (e.g., En$De). Then,
we tested our models while also performing bidi-
rectional zero-shot translations for the unseen lan-
guage pairs. Figure 3 summarizes the results.
We observe that these zero-shot translation scores

Figure 3: For every language pair, we compare the
BLEU scores between our best model (M-2-M with
monolingual data), the zero-shot of the model trained
without that specific language pair and the bilingual
model of that language pair.

are generally better than the ones from the pre-
vious {De,Fr,Cs}$En model with monolingual
data (Table 2). We also note that the zero-shot
models perform relatively well in comparison with
the M-2-M model. Further, it almost reaches the
scores of the bilingual models trained only on the
zero-shot language pairs.

We performed additional tests using
Transformer-based encoders. Initial experiments
showed that, when correctly picking the hyper-
parameters, the results obtained were comparable
with their RNN counterparts. Nevertheless, we

prefer not to focus on those results because the
transformer architecture possesses a large number
of parameters that seems unnecessary for the
multi30k dataset, and the architecture is known to
be sensitive to the selection of hyper-parameters
(Popel and Bojar, 2018).

6 Downstream Tasks

Finally, we also apply the sentence representations
learned by our model to downstream tasks col-
lected in the SentEval toolkit (Conneau and Kiela,
2018) for evaluating the quality of universal sen-
tence representations. We trained a logistic re-
gression classifier with an Adam optimizer, batch
size of 64 and epoch size of 4, as recommended
in the website. Note that the scores presented are
not directly comparable to other models trained on
large-scale data sets since our models were trained
on limited data sets; they contain 30k sentences on
the specific domain of image captioning. Table 4
summarizes the scores on trainable tasks that we
obtain for bilingual and for multilingual models.
We ran each experiment with five different seeds,
and we present the average of these scores.

SENTEVAL SCORES

CLASSIFICATION TASKS
TASK EN-DE EN-CS EN-FR M $ EN M-2-M

CR 68.37 67.79 68.52 68.32 69.01
MR 59.76 59.71 60.08 60.40 61.80
MPQA 73.19 73.16 73.51 72.98 73.28
SUBJ 75.26 75.32 77.25 78.64 80.88
SST2 61.87 61.92 61.91 62.02 62.24
SST5 31.15 30.43 30.55 32.10 31.83
TREC 67.44 67.75 61.04 69.84 66.40
MRPC 69.13 68.23 70.96 68.83 70.43

NLI TASKS

SNLI 61.45 61.75 60.95 64.52 65.12
SICKE 72.82 73.89 74.85 75.46 76.92

TRAINABLE SEMANTIC SIMILARITY TASKS

SICKR 0.685 0.720 0.717 0.727 0.740
0.618 0.652 0.646 0.659 0.677

STS-B 0.578 0.603 0.591 0.629 0.678
0.564 0.616 0.574 0.618 0.630

Table 4: Scores obtained for the trainable SentE-
val downstream tasks. Green cells indicate the high-
est score obtained. Scores for the classification tasks
show the accuracy of the model and semantic similar-
ity tasks include Spearman (1st row) and Pearson (2nd
row) mean values.

We can see that, for the classification and natu-
ral language inference (NLI) tasks of the SentEval
collection, the sentence embeddings produced by
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Image from multimodal MT at WMT



Adding multimodality
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MeMAD: Access to audio-visual content

automatic 
transcription of 

videos accessible 
in many languages

Auto®

https://memad.eu

https://memad.eu
https://memad.eu


All of this is powered by
CSC!

puhti, cPouta, ObjectStorage, allas, ...



Constant need of billing units ...

OPUS-MT Multi-MT

FoTran

MeMAD

CrossNLPNLPLOPUS

OPUS-LM LingDA

> 22 million BUs used in the projects above, mostly in the last 2 years



Storage needs keep on growing ...

Project scratch 
------------------------------------------------
456.5G/1T        14.27k/1000k  CrossNLP
721.1G/1T        13.32k/1000k  NeIC-NLPL
  195G/1T        90.05k/1000k  NLPL-OPUS
3.236T/4.883T   852.59k/1000k  MeMAD
7.664T/10T      308.63k/1000k  FoTran
  208G/1T         7.53k/1000k  LingDA-LT
 4.83T/10T      415.40k/1000k  MultiMT
  168G/1T         6.06k/1000k  SimplifyRussian
 2.55G/1T          .19k/1000k  offenseval
  136G/1T        13.72k/1000k  OPUS-MT
845.3G/1T         7.47k/1000k  OPUS-LM
    4k/1T            0k/1000k  EOSC-NLPL
> 20T in total

Other data storage
------------------------------------------------
       10T                     NLPL (puhti)
        7.5T                   OPUS (cPouta)
     ??? T                     ObjectStorage, IDA



Cloud services on cPouta
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Cloud services on cPouta
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How do we work?

• command-line, ssh, bash-scripts, slurm, github, slack
• pyTorch, tensorflow, OpenNMT, MarianNMT, ….
• avoid graphical user interfaces for research & development



To sum up: What do we need?

Computing resources
• more GPU’s
• shorter job queues (right now on puhti: 2408 jobs waiting)
• storage for data (general and temporary)
• sometimes fast I/O

On-going work and plans for the future
• cross-border activities (NLPL, EOSC-nordic)
• better and more efficient access to data
• improved replicability (sharing of data, models, code)



Thank You!
Questions and discussions?
https://blogs.helsinki.fi/language-technology/
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Language Technology in Helsinki

http://opus.nlpl.eu

Data collection & MT
2 languages (Finnish/Swedish)

Data collection for MT
> 200 languages

audiovisual data & MT
6 languages

semantics & MT
> 1,000 languages

http://blogs.helsinki.fi/language-technology/

https://memad.eu

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/

https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP

sentimentator

Mika Hämäläinen, PhD 
student

• Language technology for low-
resource languages


• sanat.csc.fi online dictionary 
for Uralic languages


• Automatically combining 
dictionaries for different 
Uralic languages


• Automatically finding 
neologisms in old English 
letters
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